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“Money is an instrument for 
social change. Money drives 
the world for better or for 
worse. Money is going to be 
made and allocated – you 
have a moral imperative to 
get it and then use it to make 
a difference.”
— Chamath Palihapitiya, Social Capital 
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Introduction
In the fight for a safe climate, we must rapidly steer society 
away from fossil fuels and towards renewable power. 

An unlikely hero has 

emerged at this crucial 

time in Australia’s war 

against warming: your 

superannuation account. 

Before we explore what super is and 

why it’s a critical climate solution, let’s 

look at where we are and how we got 

here. 

In Australia the climate hot potato 

has been tossed back and forth 

across political aisles for decades. 

Australia is one of the largest fossil 

fuel producers in the world, and our 

‘leaders’ have been more interested 

in providing welfare to big polluters 

than building a sustainable future for 

citizens. We are still the only country 

in the world to have backflipped 

on national carbon laws that make 

polluters pay for using our shared 

atmosphere as their private sewer. 

Decades of reckless, short-term 

policy has left many of us feeling 

exasperated, exhausted and 

despondent. And that’s before 

recognising the climate impacts 

already upon us. 

As I write this, the world has already 

warmed about 1 degree celsius 

from pre-industrial levels. 2017 was 

Earth’s third warmest year on record, 

trailing only 2016 and 2015. More 

than 100 wildfires are tearing through 

the USA during record summer 

heatwaves. 100% of my home state of 

New South Wales is in drought with 

fires raging, Arctic and Antarctic ice 

coverage has plummeted to record 

lows, and unprecedented multi-year 

coral bleaching is proving genocidal 

for ocean life. 

It can be hard to hold onto hope with 

so much evidence that things are 

not going well. However, we must 

not get stuck in what psychologists 

call ‘negativity bias’. Our brains love 

fixating on bad news, which can blind 

us to the progress we’re making 

towards solving the climate crisis. 

And if you’re seeking good climate 

news, there is no brighter beacon 

than renewable energy. 

The pace of growth for renewable 

energy has been astonishing, 

particularly for wind and solar. Total 

installed capacity has grown 65-fold 

since the year 2000 and more than 

quadrupled since 2010. The solar 

industry’s growth is particularly 

impressive, with a 57-fold increase in 

capacity over the past decade. From 

2007 to 2017, solar PV’s total share 

of global renewable energy capacity 

jumped from 8 to 46 percent. 

Renewable energy is charging ahead 

and breaking new records. In the 

last days of June 2018, the planet 

reached an important milestone - 
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“It is encouraging to know 
that we already have the 
technology required to 
make 100% renewable 
power a reality.”

1,000 gigawatts of installed wind 

and solar capacity. While it’s taken 

over two decades and $2.3 trillion of 

investment to reach the 1 terawatt 

landmark, analysts think total 

renewable capacity will double again 

in just five years. Happily, the level 

of investment required to achieve 

the next terawatt won’t be anywhere 

near as much as the first, thanks to 

the impressive improvements in the 

efficiency, reliability and affordability 

of renewable energy and battery 

storage. 

It is encouraging to know that 

we already have the technology 

required to make 100% renewable 

power a reality, although significant 

investment is needed to make it 

happen. Thankfully, there’s plenty 

of money available, and you control 

more of it than you think.

This is where super comes in.

The disruption of fossil fuels by 

renewable energy is an exciting 

investment opportunity, however 

access to renewables has historically 

been beyond the reach of everyday 

Australians. Future Super’s mission 

is to change that - to help everyone 

unlock more of their super and savings 

for responsible investment in one 

of the most exciting (and necessary) 

technological advancements in 

human history. 

From the whole team at Future 

Super, we hope you enjoy our report 

into investing in renewables and find 

the information useful in helping 

you achieve your financial, social and 

environmental impact goals.

Kind regards,

Michael Bones
Head of Engagement
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Renewable Energy 
Trends in Australia
“Australia’s power sector is rapidly reorienting itself based on 
the economics of clean energy.” — Kobad Bhavnagri, Head of 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance Australia



1. Wind, solar, batteries and pumped hydro replace 

retiring coal: Renewable capacity grows sixfold as 

utility and small-scale solar surge to 75GW, and wind 

to 48GW in 2050, whilst battery storage capacity 

grows to at least 27GW in 2050, with the vast major-

ity (23GW) installed by households and businesses 

behind-the-meter.

2. Large amounts of affordable renewables under-

mine the business case for building new coal: Coal 

sees capacity fall 98% to just 0.4GW in 2050. A total 

of 23 coal plants should reach the end of their asset 

life, but only 1 is partially life-extended. Right now 

NEO estimates that existing coal can be refurbished 

for around US$57/MWh, new low-cost solar can be 

built for US$48/MWh and low-cost wind for US$44/

MWh. By 2050 the costs of new low-cost solar and 

wind will fall to US$20/MWh to US$21/MWh, while 

the cost of refurbishing coal will remain around 

US$56/MWh.

3. Reliability through diversity: Despite the loss of 

coal, the system maintains reliable supply as pumped 

hydro (assuming Snowy 2.0 is constructed), batteries, 

gas and demand response are all added to support the 

uptake of variable wind and solar. Australia’s vast land 

mass also means that geographically dispersed wind 

and solar can provide relatively stable supply.

4. Nearly half of all capacity is located behind-the- 

meter in 2050: Together with demand response, 

behind-the-meter PV and storage will make up 44% of 

total power capacity in Australia in 2050. The solar ca-

pacity on household and business premises will supply 

more energy than coal in 2035, and nearly one quarter 

of Australia’s energy needs in 2050.

5. The future of transport is electric: By 2050, electric 

vehicles make up around 76% of all new car sales in 

Australia, and 75% of the total car fleet. Some 47 TWh 

(14%) of national electricity production will be used to 

charge EV batteries.

6. The power sector is on track to meet government 

emissions target: The above factors result in power 

sector emissions falling 28% below 2005 levels by 

2030 on a business-as-usual basis, without further 

policy. But if the Paris Agreement 1.5 degree ambition 

is to be upheld, Australia will need to pledge a deeper 

emissions reduction target than this, and in practice, 

the power sector needs to do more of the heavy lifting. 

With no change to business as usual, Bloomberg sees 

power sector emissions in steep decline from 2030, 

to 72% below 2005 levels by 2040, and 94% below by 

2050.

7. Renewables dominate: Renewables overtake fossil 

fuels as the major source of energy generation in 

Australia in 2031, and supply 92% of the total in 2050. 

Renewables and storage make up 87% of all new 

capacity additions to 2050, representing a US$138 

billion investment opportunity.
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Every year, the energy investment experts at 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance make long-term 
forecasts for Australia’s power market.
Far from being tree-hugging greenies, these hard-nosed energy finance analysts 
base their projections on rigorous technical and financial data. The recent 2018 
New Energy Outlook (NEO) report has some insanely positive news regarding 
the growth of renewable energy. 

Bloomberg predicts that Australia’s energy mix will be completely transformed by 2050.

Coal generation will fall 99% as cheap renewables and storage power the future grid.

Batteries are being hailed as “the final nail in the coffin for Australia’s coal-fired power stations”. Based on current trends 

alone, renewable energy is projected to generate 92% of electricity in 2050.

The key findings from this year’s energy forecast for Australia are:
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In summary: renewable energy 
and battery storage are going to 
smash the fossil fuel industry, 
particularly coal and oil.
Even if Australia has no change in policy and our national emissions 

reduction ambition remains low, by 2030 power sector emissions will 

rapidly decline. In 2050, it will be almost three times cheaper to install 

new renewable energy than to keep existing coal plants going. 

For those of us concerned about a liveable planet, 2030 is too late 

for deep cuts to power sector emissions. 100% renewable power 

by 2030 is entirely possible and completely necessary for Australia 

to uphold its global responsibility to rein in runaway warming. 

The exciting thing is that we don’t have to wait for government 

to ramp up its renewable efforts. Through super, we can all 

participate as investors in the renewable revolution. 
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The role of 
superannuation

Future Super co-founder Simon 

Sheikh at Mt Majura Solar Farm, 

an asset part-owned by over 

11,000 Future Super members

How super works
Super is a form of community investing in 

which your savings are pooled with friends, 

family, colleagues and neighbours.

Like crowdfunding, super funds collect 

money from a large group of people who 

each contribute an amount relative to their 

salary — for some it’s a little, for others it’s 

a lot. 

By investing together as a community, 

through super we can access opportunities 

that would otherwise be beyond our 

individual reach.

Fun fact: The average balance of a Future 

Super member is about $33,000. It only 

takes thirty people to switch to move $1 

million out of fossil-fuel exposed funds. 

How much is 
super worth?
There’s over $2.6 trillion in super.

That’s more money than our economy 

generates in a year, and is the fourth largest 

pool of capital in the world.

Conservative estimates show the total 

amount of money in super growing to $6.5 

trillion by 2050. 

“I’d put my money on the sun 
and solar energy. What a source 

of power! I hope we don’t have 
to wait until oil and coal run out 

before we tackle that.”
Thomas Edison, 1931

The purpose of this section is 
to help you better understand 
what super is, and how funds 
like Future Super invest in 
clean energy.
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Through super we have the power 

to hasten the end of fossil fuels and 

usher in a sustainable, renewably-

powered society. 

Just 7.7% of everyone’s super account 

is all that’s needed to fund Australia’s 

transition to 100% renewable power 

by 2030, according to research by the 

University of Technology’s Institute 

of Sustainable Futures. What’s 

surprising about that number is how 

small it is. 

Despite rapid warming, traditional 

super funds are still investing more 

in fossil fuels than renewables and 

climate solutions. Australia’s stock 

market, the ASX, has been called 

Can super fund the clean energy 
transition?

a ‘carbon bomb waiting to explode’ 
because of its world-leading density 

of coal, oil and gas companies. 

Super funds are some of the biggest 

investors in the ASX, which means 

everyday people stand to lose the 

most from any crash in carbon-heavy 

industries. 

Future Super is seeking to show 

the super industry a better path. As 

Australia’s first super fund with zero 

fossil fuel investment, our investment 

philosophy is to empower working 

people to move their super out of 

polluting industries and into good 

things like renewable energy and 

climate solutions. 
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Growth Defensive

Australian shares

International shares

Property

Alternative assets (e.g. private 

equity and infrastructure)

Fixed interest

Cash

Growth assets usually create higher 
returns over the long-term, but they 
are more risky (meaning their value 

can drop over the short-term).

Defensive assets usually provide 
lower but more stable returns, and 
are described as low risk (meaning 

their value is less likely to drop).

How super is invested?

To understand the different ways super can invest 
in renewable energy, it’s worth getting comfortable 
with how a portfolio is built.

Finance people use the term ‘asset class’ to refer to different types of 

investments. With investments, asset classes are usually broken up as follows:

A portfolio blends growth with defensive assets 
with the aim to both increase and protect your 

super over the long-term.
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Investing in 
Renewables
The energy industry is changing 
rapidly in Australia.

Powerful forces are shaping the uptake of 
renewable energy, such as:

• The rapid advancements in renewable 
energy technology and plummeting costs

• The evolution of energy storage

• The emergence of electric vehicles

• An aging fleet of fossil fuel power stations

• The shift from centralised to diversified 
energy production

• Policy uncertainty

• An eroding social licence for fossil fuels
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3 Ways to Invest 
in Renewables: 
Own, Loan, 
Share
A useful way to think about how super 

invests in renewables is to break it into 

three parts: owning, lending, and shares 

in listed companies. 

1) OWN

Through super, you can become a part-

owner in solar farms, wind farms and 

battery storage.

Taking ownership of renewable assets 

means that when clean energy is sold to 

the grid, a portion of the profit finds its 

way back into your super account. You 

An investment 
opportunity
The renewable energy revolution is a 

tremendous investment opportunity, 

and necessary for climate action. 

But where there is opportunity, there is 

also risk. 

There will be winners and losers in the 

race to make our energy supply cleaner, 

smarter, more reliable and affordable. 

So how does Future Super balance risk 

and return for renewable investment 

can also feel good knowing your savings 

are hard at work cleaning up Australia’s 

grid.

Renewable infrastructure falls into the 

‘alternative’ asset class. In this context, 

alternative simply means something 

that’s not a share, cash or other common 

asset. The idea behind alternative assets 

is that, because they’re not listed on a 

stock market, they can provide returns 

that are uncorrelated to the ups and 

downs of the sharemarket that you might 

read about in the news.

There are three ways to profit from making 

clean power: selling energy through long-

term power purchase agreements; selling 

energy on the ‘spot market’; and creating 

large-scale generation certificates and 

selling them to polluters looking to offset 

their emissions. 

when the energy landscape is changing 

so quickly?

The Future Super portfolio has been 

purpose-built from the ground up to 

give members multiple access-points to 

exciting renewable investments.

Using a mix of asset classes, we are 

able to make both growth-focused and 

defensive investments in renewable 

energy. In this way, a larger percentage 

of your super balance can be responsibly 

unlocked for impactful renewable 

energy investments.
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Selling clean power - power 

purchase agreements

Future Super usually looks for renewable 

assets that have a guaranteed buyer and 

energy price for many years. The energy 

industry calls this type of arrangement a 

power purchase agreement, or PPA. 

Often, governments or energy-hungry 

businesses use PPAs to provide certainty for 

their energy costs and emissions reduction. 

Governments and business prefer to know 

where their energy is coming from, and 

how much they have to pay for it. Instead of 

risking prices going up and down, big power 

purchases will look to lock in a good price 

over the long-term.

PPAs can be very useful for investors because 

the arrangement reduces risk. With a buyer 

and price locked in for up to 20 years, long-

term investors (like super funds) can be more 

confident that the asset will be profitable 

over multiple decades.

Selling clean power - spot market

Future Super also takes ownership over 

renewable energy projects that do not have 

long-term power purchase agreements. 

Instead, energy is sold at the wholesale price 

on the ‘spot market’. 

Without guaranteed purchasers and a set 

price, these types of developments do carry 

higher risk. Energy price can change rapidly 

depending on supply and demand. However, 

the energy price is so high right now that 

there is potential to generate strong returns 

selling at the wholesale price. Given the 

evolving nature of Australia’s energy industry, 

long-term prices are very difficult to predict, 

so investment in renewables selling on the 

spot market are made cautiously, and usually 

where there is a very short payback period. 

Large-scale generation certificates

As well as making and selling clean energy, 

renewable assets also create large-scale 

generation certificates, known as LGCs. 

An LGC is created when an accredited 

renewable energy power station creates 

energy over and above their baseline. As a 

guide, one LGC is equal to one megawatt 

hour of eligible renewable energy produced.

Once created and validated, these 

certificates act as a form of currency and can 

be sold and transferred to other individuals 

and businesses. They are often sold to 

polluters who are legally required to reduce 

their emissions through offsets. 

The long-term market for LGCs depends on 

government policies such as an extended 

renewable energy target. While LGCs might 

not be needed in the long term, they can 

help make investments more profitable in 

the short-term, and therefore attract more 

investment to the renewable sector.

2) LOAN

Through super, we can also provide loans to 

renewable energy projects.

This is different to owning a renewable 

asset. Instead of making money from the 

sale of power and carrying the risk that 

comes from owning the panels or turbines, 

the investment generates returns from fixed 

interest repayments. 

Just like a bank makes money when people 

pay interest on their home loan, super can 

make a return by lending to renewable 

developers and receiving repayments with 

interest over the life of the loan.
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Why lending to renewables is important

Providing loans to renewable developments 

has three main benefits for members. It 

balances risk, unlocks more dollars for 

impactful investment, and provides a way to 

‘recycle’ finance for renewables.

First, lending is a lower risk way to 

responsibly invest in Australia’s clean energy 

transition. Also known as debt finance, loans 

usually come from the defensive ‘fixed 

interest’ portion of the super portfolio. As 

well as providing stable repayments with 

interest, in the event something happens to 

the developer’s profitability lenders are paid 

before the asset owners. If a developer can’t 

repay, the lender has the option to take over 

ownership of the asset. This security helps 

reduce the risk of investing in renewables.

Second, lending to renewables also 

increases the impact members get from 

their super balance. Allocating money from 

fixed interest to provide loans for renewable 

developers means more of your balance can 

get more solar and wind into the grid. And 

providing loans is important. According to 

Reneweconomy, in 2017 less than a quarter 

of eligible renewable developments had 

access to debt finance. Without access to 

loans, renewable projects can experience 

major delays or never get built at all. 

While lending to renewable developments 

increases the speed at which we can green 

the grid, it also means we can recycle 

those dollars. Because loans are paid back 

relatively quickly, the same money can be 

put to work many times over. Once the loan 

is repaid, you can provide a loan to the next 

project, and so on.

3) SHARES

When a company is listed on a stock exchange, 

it means anyone can buy and sell a share in 

that company. 

On behalf of our members, Future Super buys 

shares in companies that are sustainability 

leaders with a focus on renewable energy 

and climate solutions. These can be listed 

in Australia, like Infigen Energy, or on 

international markets, like Vestas Wind 

Systems and Gamesa.

It’s exciting to own local and global renewable 

energy companies. Not only do you get to 

own shares in companies taking action on 

climate change. Investing in sustainability 

leaders sends an important signal to the 

market about what we value today, and what 

we think will grow in value over time. 

The positive impacts from buying shares in 

sustainable companies should not be ignored. 

However, it is necessary to note that owning 

shares is usually not as impactful as providing 

loans to or directly owning renewable energy 

infrastructure.

Unpacking Impact

When you buy shares in a company on the 

stock market, you are usually buying from 

another investor who wants to sell shares. 

So while you might own part of a renewable 

energy company, that company hasn’t 

directly received your money to help build 

new renewables. While you might be sending 

a signal to the market, your dollar isn’t 

necessarily working directly to get more 

renewables built. 

While most commentary obsesses over 

fees, in most cases, fees pale in comparison 

to the financial impact that fossil fuels are 

having on the retirement savings of everyday 

Australians. 
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Investment Spotlight: 
Renewable Assets
Take a tour of some inspirational renewable energy 
investments made possible through superannuation.
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Our on-the-ground 
renewable assets.
From  Karratha  to  Canberra,  check out  some  of  the  renewable 
assets  Future  Super  members  part-own  through  their  super.

SOLAR

WIND

A 2.3 MW solar farm located adjacent 
to the Mt Majura Winery in the ACT.

A 11 MW solar farm located south 
of Canberra near the border 
between the ACT and NSW.

A 1 MW solar farm next to Karratha 
Airport in Western Australia.

A 55 MW renewable energy project 
located on farming land approximately 
40km south-east of Geraldton in the 
mid-west of Western Australia.

A 52 turbine, 106 MW wind 
farm based in Victoria.

A 63 turbine, 132 MW wind farm located 
in South Australia and underpinned 
by a 25-year offtake agreement. 

Mt Majura

Mumbida Wind Farm

Williamsdale

Bald Hills Wind Farm

Karratha1

Hallet 4 Wind Farm

OWN

1Picture: Tom Zaunmayr
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A Little Loan 
Goes a Long Way

Last year Future Super teamed up with boutique infrastructure 
fund Infradebt to create the Infradebt Ethical Fund (IEF).

With an initial cornerstone commitment of $50 million from 
Future Super, the IEF lends to infrastructure projects that 
make a positive and sustainable difference to our society.

Below are 3 IEF solar assets Future Super 
members invest in through their super.

The Swan Hill Solar Farm is one of the 
highest capacity solar farms in Victoria

With more than 50,000 solar panels 
sucking in sunlight for 25 years, it’s 
expected that the solar farm will avoid 
approximately 1 million tonnes of 
carbon emissions over its lifetime.

Swan Hill Solar Farm is anticipated to 
pump out about 37,700 MWh in the 
first year alone, which is enough to 
power the equivalent of approximately 
6,300 Australian homes.

Despite policy uncertainty at the federal 
level, regional Victoria is set to experience 
a boom in the development of renewable 
energy generation, with more than 
eleven large-scale solar farms currently 
committed or proposed for the state.

The ACT’s Amaroo School has 1,300 
students from preschool to year 10.

What makes this school unique (and 
impressive) is how renewable energy 
has been incorporated into its design.

They’ve got solar hot water, natural 
ventilation for cooling, a wind turbine, 
water storage tanks, and a tasty 600 
kW solar photovoltaic array which 
was conceived and developed by Solar 
Choice - the latter of which attracted debt 
finance (aka a loan) from Future Super.

Thanks to new research by UTS, we 
now know there’s more than enough 
money in super to ensure that within 
12 years every child in Australia 
could be learning at a school powered 
by 100% renewable energy.

While the global pension average 
for renewable investment is only at 
about 2%, Future Super is working to 
accelerate that shift with responsible, 
profitable renewable investments.

Chinchilla Solar Farm is a 19.9MW 
solar farm under construction 300 kms 
northwest of Brisbane, Queensland.

It’s being developed by Impact Investment 
Group (IIG), with whom Future Super 
has invested in numerous other solar 
farms through their Solar Income Fund.

When Chinchilla Solar Farm is complete, 
it is expected to power the equivalent 
of 6,700 average Australian homes, 
create 61 FTE jobs and is expected to 
offset 35,910 tonnes of CO2e annually.

Swan Hill Solar Farm1 Amaroo Solar Schools Project2 Chinchilla Solar Farm3

LOAN

1Picture: rcrtom.com.au
2Picture: amaroos.act.edu.au
3Picture: impact-group.com.au
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Siemens Gamesa is a leading supplier of 
wind power solutions all over the world. 
A key player and innovative pioneer in 
the renewable energy sector, Gamesa 
have installed products in more than 90 
countries, with a total capacity base of 
over 84 GW and 25,000 employees.

Vestas is the energy industry’s global 
partner on sustainable energy solutions 
and the world’s largest wind developer. 
They design, manufacture, install, and 
service wind turbines across the globe. 
With over 94 GW of wind turbines 
in 79 countries, Vestas has installed 
more wind power than anyone else.

Infigen  is a leading Australian Securities 
Exchange (ASX) listed company 
delivering energy solutions to Australian 
businesses and large retailers.

The company has wind generation 
assets in New South Wales, South 
Australia and Western Australia.

Infigen is proudly Australia’s largest 
listed owner of wind power generators 
by installed capacity of 557 MW, with a 
further 113 MW under construction in 
New South Wales and actively supports 
the communities in which it operates.

Gamesa Vestas Infigen

SHARES

If you would like to get 
more renewables powering 
your super, visit us at: 
myfuturesuper.com.au

Future Super invests in renewable projects across Australia.

Battery Storage

Wind Power

Solar Power
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Impact Investment Group (IIG) are a leading 
Australian impact investment funds manager, co-
investor and renewable energy developer. 

Their mission is to shift capital towards investment that 
blend financial returns with deep social and environmental 
impact, and to lead by example by using all their resources 
to create a better world. As of December 2017, IIG had 
more than $730 million in assets under management.

Find out more at www.impact-group.com.au

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) mobilises 
capital investment in renewable energy, low-emission 
technology and energy efficiency in Australia. 

The CEFC’s mission is to accelerate Australia’s transformation 
towards a more competitive economy in a carbon constrained 
world by acting as a catalyst to increase investment in emissions 
reduction technology. Set up as a statutory authority, the 
CEFC operates as Australia’s green bank and is responsible 
for investing $10 billion in clean energy projects.

Find out more at www.cefc.com.au

Impact Investment Group Clean Energy Finance Corporation

Infradebt BetaShares

Renewable Investment Partners

Future Super often invests through partnerships with 
expert renewable developers and financiers. 

We’d like to introduce you some of the visionary organisations 
with whom we’ve teamed up to help grow investment 
in renewable energy and sustainability leaders.

Infradebt is a boutique infrastructure fund 
manager with a focus on providing debt finance 
(loans) to Australian infrastructure projects. 

Future Super teamed up with Infradebt to launch the 
Infradebt Ethical Fund, Australia’s first ethically screened 
private debt fund with a focus on infrastructure projects 
that make a positive and sustainable difference to society.

Find out more at www.infradebt.com.au/ethical-fund

BetaShares is a leading Australian fund manager that 
specialises in exchange traded funds, known as ETFs. These 
transparent, low cost and flexible investments are like a 
managed fund, but can be traded on the ASX like any share. 

Future Super is a service provider to BetaShares for 
two landmark ethical ETFs. The first provides access 
to 100 global sustainability leaders (ASX:ETHI). The 
second provides exposure to a portfolio of Australia’s 
most sustainable listed companies (ASX:FAIR). 

Find out more at www.betashares.com.au
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The case for excluding 
fossil fuels

“Our civilisation runs by burning the remains of humble creatures 
who inhabited the Earth hundreds of millions of years before the 
first humans came on the scene. Like some ghastly cannibal cult, we 
subsist on the dead bodies of our ancestors and distant relatives.” 

Carl Sagan perfectly encapsulates the 
spirit of the fossil fuel industry
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Analysis from Future Super shows 

that, over the last five years, the 

average Australian with a super 

balance of $100,000 could be over 

$8,200 worse off because of their 

super fund’s investment in fossil fuel 

companies.

Fossil fuels have been dragging down 

investment returns. Over the 5 years 

up until 31 May 2018, the Australian 

stock market returned 8.78% per 

annum. However, if you exclude the 

fossil fuel companies, this return 

jumps up to 11.91% per annum. 

The trend in international stock 

markets is similar, and Australian 

and global listed shares make up 

about 50% of the average super fund 

portfolio.

When super funds own fossil fuel 

assets, they are gambling with their 

members’ money that the world won’t 

do anything to fight climate change - 

and this is a big financial risk because 

the world has already committed to 

doing just that. 

The future is not bright for fossil fuel 

companies. The world has committed 

to limiting global warming to 2 

degrees Celsius. This requires a very 

As Australians wait and watch for the Productivity 
Commission’s review into how the superannuation industry 
handles their life savings, there’s one key way that the sector 

can protect Australians from losing thousands of dollars: 
by breaking its addiction to investing in fossil fuels.

rapid shift away from the fossil fuel 

industry. 80 per cent of the world’s 

known fossil fuel reserves will need to 

remain in the ground if we’re to meet 

that global commitment to 2 degrees. 

The super fund regulator itself has 

been warning of the financial risks of 

climate change and fossil fuels. Last 

year the executive board member of 

APRA, Geoff Summerhayes, warned 

that climate risks are “distinctly 

financial” in nature, with many of 

these risks being “foreseeable, 

material and actionable now”.

Unfortunately, many super funds still 

consider the issue of climate change to 

be one of values, rather than financial 

sense. If risks are foreseeable and 

actionable now, super funds shouldn’t 

be waiting to divest from fossil fuels. 

Unfortunately, while they wait, their 

members are likely to already be 

thousands of dollars worse off. 

Rather than gambling the retirement 

savings of Australians on the dying 

fossil fuel industry, super funds could 

instead be leading investors and 

Australians towards a clean energy 

future—and benefit financially from 

the shift to renewables.
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Disclaimer:

This report has been produced by Future Super Services Pty Ltd (ABN 34 619 076 023, AFS Representative No. 001255665), which is a Corporate 
Authorised Representative of Future Super Asset Management (ABN 81 002 558 956, AFSL  238184), as the promoter of Future Super (ABN 45 960 
194 277) . Interests in the Fund are issued by Diversa Trustees Limited (ABN 49 006 421 638, AFSL 235153). 

Information provided is of a general nature only and we have not taken your personal financial objectives, situation or needs into account. You should 
read the Product Disclosure Statement, Additional Information Booklet, Insurance Guide and Financial Services Guide before making any financial 
decisions regarding the Future Super Fund. Please remember that past financial performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance


